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Accident contributing factors



Copenhagenize: Mikael Colville-Andersen





1. Bicycle infrastructure

2. Pedestrian infrastructure

3. Error forgiving roads



Bicycle infrastructure



Basic requirements for cycling friendly infrastructure are:

- Traffic safety 

- The connectivity of the cycling network 

- The directness of cycling

- Attractiveness

- Comfortable cycling infrastructure



What do we have to improve that you would cycle?

Improve safety 17%
Parking facilities 13%
Arranged cycle tracks 25%



Do we need cycling infrastructure?



New approach



Cycling infrastructure types

�Cycling road

�Cycling path

�Cycling lane

�Mixed traffic



Cycling lane Advisory bike lane



Cycle path
� One sided

� Illumination

� Distance to vehicles

Mixed surfaces
� With pedestrians

� Separated or not separated



Dimensions:

Cycle lane



Cycle path



Mixed surfaces



Cycle road



New details - bike box (cycling box)



Pedestrian facilities

Not like this…



Conditions for determining the level of regulation of pedestrian crossings

1 no marked crossing

2 marked crossing

3 traffic lights or two levels

Veh/h

Num.

ped.



The correct equipment



Scrambled faze



Traffic calming measures



Handicaped



In near future...?

Error Forgiving Roads



Why error forgiving roads?

Facts: 

- 15% drivers are one way or another drugged
- 30% drivers are tired
- some of them don‘t see well
- 90% not concentrated on driving



Limited use of space by the road

The recommended width of the area along the road without fixed barriers

120 km/h 80 km/h 60 km/h

Optimum
Minimum

13,0 m
10,0 m

6,0 m
4,5 m

2,5 m
1,5 m



Designing edge bend – rumble strip

Rumble strip warns the driver that he is located near the edge of 

the road - and it can prevent disaster



Possible combination of different inclinations and slopes of different 
widths free zones(»barn roof«)



Designing an apparent slope (rounding radius)

Rounding cut slope (slope steeper than 1: 2 and without rounding to the Dutch 

norms considered to be hazardous points)







Streets in the future





…last but not least…




